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1 - Histroy

Along time ago in a land far away, evil roamed and seeked fear. The King was had died over 1 year
then. His daugter Princess or now Queen Zelda had taken over. Times were bad towns were burning or
laying in ashes. In the great forest of Kunable; a town had risen. A child was born who was to save them
all, or so they thought. This childs mother was the King's wife 20 years ago before he died. The boy had
a twin also a boy, who was treated as a weakling. When the king died the evil came out of
hiding...Ganondorf. All of the adults vanished in Kunable. The chosen child had been trained in sword
fighting; the other thought himself. The chosen child's name was Jauane (Jos-an-new-e) and the other
was Link (link XDD). Jauane was sent to fight Ganondorf and save Zelda; he failed and link saw his
brother death. Link practice for years and eventually he got as or even better than his brother Jauane.
He fought and defeted Ganondorf..or so he thought. Ganon was sealed undergroud of Castle Town and
the Hyrule Castle. Hyrule faded into the past and was left but spirts remand for the evil destroied Hyrule
without them knowing. As the past's present ended the present's future began.



2 - Present's Past is It's future

About 200 years later the Land of Hyrule was took down by the evil without a soul knowing. A young
farmer boy was touring the near by forest when finding ruins of buildings and stone walls. It look as if a
town was there at one point; behond that he found a large pit with a building buried in it.





(road way and a wall he found in the Forest)

A golden stone with swords with stabed in it marking the enterance to a large section of ruins. As he
walked in he saw a wooden door amazingly intact.
The door had a the royal chrest and the trifroce on the other side. Opened the door and he was stuck by
such force that it konck him out.
When he woke up he was surrounded by amazing temple that, all light was dirceted towards the center
there was a sword grabed in a golden rock in the shape of the trifroce. In his love he pulled the sword
out then a women appeared then began to talk.

She said "I...am...Zelda..you are Links susscer yes? This is Hyrule about 300 years ago. Your family has
been negetaive of your history expect for you..so we have chose you to save your family the past has
been interfered with....
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